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The integration of energy collection and storage modules with wearable biosensors can drive the entire
biosensing system to obtain human health information in a self-powered fashion, without external
charging. Research advances in the development of wearable devices have demonstrated their promising
applications for body status monitoring. Herein, an overview of electrochemical biosensors and their
integration into self-powered and wearable devices for health-care applications is provided. The sensing
mechanisms of the commonly adopted electrochemical biosensors are ﬁrst summarized, followed by the
research progress on self-powered biosensing systems based on various energy harvesting methods. To
further understand the effective utilization of energy from different harvesting and conversion methods
with desired power output, power management strategies to ensure stable and continuous energy
supply are introduced. Finally, the key challenges that currently limit the practical applications of selfpowered devices are discussed, along with the prospects of monitoring our health status with wearable biosensors in a convenient and personalized manner.
© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Wearable biosensors can detect physical signals such as heart
rate and human activities, as well as physiological information in
various body ﬂuids that can be extracted in a minimal/non-invasive
manner. A variety of biosensors, such as glucose sensors, lactate
sensors, uric acid (UA) sensors, has been successfully integrated
into wearable platforms such as watches [1], glass [2], and
mouthguards [3e6]. They provide the merits of convenience and
continuous health monitoring with low infection risks and have the
potential to serve as a supplement to traditional test methods such
as blood tests [7e11]. With the popularity of mobile devices, mobile
healthcare based on wearable biosensors attracts tremendous interest as one of the most promising technologies to achieve
personalized healthcare and release clinical resource pressure
[12e14]. The desired form factors of these wearable biosensing
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electronics include ﬂexibility, lightweight, smart sensing, and data
display with long operation duration [15].
To fulﬁll the above requirements, wearable biosensing systems
with self-power capability emerge as one of the most effective
strategies. In self-powered devices, the energy required for the
device operation is expected to be supported with the energy
harvested and converted from the human body and environment,
without external charging components. Research efforts in the
development of highly efﬁcient energy devices and rational power
management strategies play a key role in achieving self-powered
and wearable electronic systems with stable power supply and
smooth operation. Especially for an integrated system that has
electronic devices such as the microcontroller unit and communication module, optimized system working ﬂow and low power
consumption are critical. It ensures the system functions of tracking
human health information and transmits the data to mobile devices
through Bluetooth or near ﬁeld communication (NFC) modules in a
real-time manner [10,16].
In this review, the recent progress of self-powered and wearable
biosensors is discussed (Fig. 1). First, biosensors based on different
sensing methods are introduced and summarized. Then, various
energy harvesting and conversion methods that can be integrated
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Fig. 1. Representative examples of self-powered wearable biosensors. Clockwise from left: implantable electronic skin based on PENGs [17]. Non-invasive electronic skin based on
PENGs [18]. A wireless battery-free wearable sweat sensor based on TENGs [19]. An endocardial pressure sensor based on TENGs [20]. An ECG sensor based on TEGs [21]. A PyNGbased breathing sensor integrated on the N95 mask [22]. A smartwatch used to sweat glucose based on the solar cell [23]. A wearable heart rate sensor based on the solar cell [24].
Battery-free, skin-interfaced microﬂuidic/electronic systems based on BFCs [25]. Sock-based BFC array [26].

with wearable biosensors are introduced. Besides, the circuit
design and rectiﬁcation methods to realize effective power utilization with energy harvested and converted from the human body
and the surrounding environment are highlighted. Further prospects of research on wearable biosensors and self-powered devices
are then discussed with consideration of current challenges.

E ¼ E0 þ

RT ½RED
In
nF
½OX

(1)

where E is the battery potential, E0 is the standard potential of the
half-reaction, R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, n
is the number of electrons participating in the half-reaction, F is the
Faraday constant, [RED] is the activity of the reducing substance,
[OX] is the activity of oxidizing substances. The Nernst factor, RT/F,
depends on temperature [27].
Potentiometric sensing test can quickly and real-time reﬂect the
concentration of the analyte, and it has been widely used for sweat
ion monitoring. As shown in Fig. 2aec, Zhai et al. [28] developed a
ﬂexible sweat ion sensor based on vertically arranged mushroomshaped gold nanowires (v-AuNW). By modifying the v-AuNW
electrode with polyaniline, Na ionophore X, and a selective membrane based on valinomycin, they can separately detect the pH
values, Naþ, and Kþ concentrations with high selectivity, reproducibility, and stability. It is worth noting that even under 30%
strain and during the tensile release cycle, its electrochemical
performance can remain unchanged. The sensor overcomes the
rigidity of traditional solid-state sensors and can be applied to the
soft skin of the human body.
The detection scheme and signal processing of the potential
sensing method are simple, and it is an ideal option for ﬁxed charged
analytes. However, different selective membranes need to be
developed for different ions. At the same time, when the analysis ion
concentration is too low, interference from other ions could occur.

2. Sensing mechanism of electrochemical biosensors
Wearable biosensors have received widespread attention owing
to their potential to provide supplementary information for
personalized healthcare. The biosensors that can provide molecular-level information to indicate human health states are mostly
based on electrochemical mechanisms, including potentiometric,
amperometric, differential pulse voltammetric (DPV), and impedance sensing modes. These electrochemical sensors provide high
sensitivity, selectivity, low response time, and easy adaptation to
wearable devices [11,27]. In this part, the sensing mechanism of the
commonly adopted electrochemical biosensors is summarized
(Table 1) and presented.
2.1. Potentiometric mode
Potentiometric sensing method is mainly used for ion detection,
such as sodium ions (Naþ) and potassium ions (Kþ), in which the
measurable potential of the sensing electrode changes with the
concentration of the target analyte [58]. These sensors normally
include a working electrode (WE) with an ion-selective membrane
(ISM) and a reference electrode (RE) in a two-electrode system and
can be used under near-zero current conditions. The ISM usually
contains ionophores, which are fat-soluble, used to bind and carry
speciﬁc ions along the membrane, and generate a speciﬁc potential
owing to the induced ion activity. This potential can vary with the
concentration of the analyte and is based on the Nernst Eq. (1):

2.2. Amperometric mode
Amperometry refers to the measurement of current generated
by the oxidation-reduction reaction of the analyte on the WE.
When applying a constant potential, the electron transfer between
the electrode and the analyte during the oxidation or reduction of
2
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Table 1
Electrochemical biosensors in different sensing modes.
Technique

Sensors

Analyte

Recognition
element

Detection
range

Sensitivity

References

Potentiometry

Sweat

Ionophore

4e8
1e100 mM
1e100 mM
0.1e100 mM

Glucose
Tear
Glucose
Sweat
Sweat
Sweat
Sweat

Glucose
Glucose
Glucose
Lactate
Lactate
Uric acid
Cortisol

Dopamine
Biological ﬂuids
Sweat
Sweat

Staphyloco
ccus aureus

Dopamine
Glycine
Nicotine
Uric acid
Tyrosine
Uric acid
Nitrite
Lactate
Uric acid
Quercetin
Glucose
Dipyridamole
Acetaminophen
Caffeine
Staphyloco
ccus aureus

GOx/PB
GOx/PB
Cu2O/chitosan
LOx/PB
LOx/PB
Carbon nanoﬁbers
Carboxylate-rich
pyrrole-derivative/
graphene
Sn@GO/MnO2
Quinoprotein
CYP2B6
Graphene

56.1 mV/pH
58.2 mV/decade
41.5 mV/decade
58.8 mV/log(Naþ)
54.4 mV/log(Kþ)
54.5 mV/log(Kþ)
42.9 mV/log(Naþ)
0.94 mV/mM
30.7 mV/decade
e
1.41 mA/mM
26.05 mA/(cm2,mM
(1e100 mM)
10.96 mA/(cm2,mM)
(100 mMe20 mM)
216.9 mA/mM
e
e
19.13 mA/(cm2 ,mM)
36.2 mA/(cm2,mM)
e
2.41 nA/mm2

[28]

Cu2þ
Salivary
Perspiration
Glucose

pH
Naþ
Kþ
Naþ
Kþ
Kþ
Naþ
Lactate
Cu2þ
Glucose
Glucose
Glucose

Impedance

Epithelial-mesen
chymal
transition
Tear

Epithelial-mesen
chymal
transition
cortisol

Hybrid sensing

Aﬂatoxin B1 (AFB1)
Perspiration

AFB1
Naþ
Kþ
Glucose
Lactate
Glucose
Lactate
Ascorbic acid
Uric acid

Sweat
Interstitial ﬂuid
Sweat

Amperometry

DVP

Biological ﬂuids
Sweat
Blood serum
Serum
Sweat

Sweat

Sweat

Sweat

Naþ
Kþ
Glucose
Lactate
Naþ
Kþ
Glucose
pH
Naþ
Kþ

Ionophore
Ionophore
ZnO NWs
Ionophore
GOx/PB
GOx/PB
GOx/PB

0.1e100 mM
0.1e100 mM
0e25 mM
0.25e250 mM
1.75e10,000 mmol/L
0.1e25 mM
1 mM-20 mM

0e300 mM
0e50 mg/dL
1e4 mM
0e30 mM
0e50 mM
0e5 mM
0e1 ng/mL

[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]

[36]
[37]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]
[42]

1 mMe100 mM
5 mMe1 mM
10 nM50 mM
0.8e10 mM
0.05e10 mM
0.5e10 mM
0.5e10 mM
3e3  107 CFU/mL

92 mA/mM
0.881 nA/mM
4.3 nA/mM
3.5 nA/mM
0.61 nA/mM
0.1723 mA/mM
0.0031 mA/mM
e
312 nA/(nM,cm2)
258 nA/(nM,cm2)
230.86 mA/(mM,cm2)
e
e
e
e

1e900 ng/mL

0.01 mA/(ng,/mL2)

[52]

Graphene ﬁeld-effect transistor

0e40 ng/mL

[53]

immunoassays with AFB1
Ionophore

1.56e31.2 ng/mL
10e160 mM
1e32 mM
0e200 mM
0e30 mM
25e300 mM
5e35 mM
20e300 mM
2.5e115 mM

1.84 ng/mL per 1%
of the change in
its resistance
8.74 kU/nM
64.2 mV/decade
61.3 mV/decade
2.35 nA/mM
220 nA/mM
6.3 nA/mM
174 nA/mM
22.7 nA/mM
196.6 nA/mM

5e100 mM
1.25e40 mM
0e200 mM
0e25 mM
5e160 mM
1e32 mM
100e500 mM
3e8
10e160 mM
2e32 mM

51.8 mV/decade
31.8 mV/decade
8 nA/mM
67 nA/mM
35 mV/decade
45.5 mV/decade
0.714 nA/mM
60 mV/decade
60.1 mV/decade
64.5 mV/decade

3D-printed graphene/
polylactic acid
AgNWs
nanoﬂake-nanorod WS2
Cu-xCu2O NPs@3DG foam
Boron-doped diamond
electrode
Bacterial cellulose/
carboxylated multiwalled
carbon nanotubes
E-cadherin antibody-QD

GOx/PB
LOx/PB
GOx/PB
LOx/PB
Silk fabricederived
intrinsically nitrogen
(N)e doped carbon textile
Ionophore
GOx/PB
LOx/PB
Ionophore
GOx/SWCNTs/Chitosan
PANI
Ionophore

3

0e50 mM
25e500 mM
0e20 mM
0e100 mM
0e200 mM
0.5e250 mM

[29]

[43]
[44]
[45]
[9]
[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[50]

[51]

[54]
[6]

[55]

[56]

[57]
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Fig. 2. Electrochemical biosensors based on different sensing modes. (a) A schematic of a stretchable sensor array. Open-circuit potential curves with different concentrations of
Naþ (b) and Kþ (c) [28]. (d) Photograph of the fabricated glucose sensor integrated with a wireless module and battery. (e) The performance of the glucose sensor [33]. (f) A threeelectrode laser-engraved sweat sensor for simultaneous UA and Tyr detection. UA (g) and Tyr (h) detection with the laser-engraved sweat sensor [9]. (i) Schematic of the packaged
smart contact lens integrated with the cortisol sensor. (j) Relative resistance changes as per the cortisol concentration in the buffer and the artiﬁcial tear solvent [53].

The amperometry method is often used for enzyme-based
sensing, such as biosensors with glucose oxidase (GOx) and
lactate oxidase (LOx) enzymes. Arakawa et al. [33] reported a saliva
glucose sensor based on GOx (Fig. 2d). The sensor can quantify the
glucose concentration in the range of 1.75e10,000 mmol/L,
including the salivary sugar concentration of 20e200 mmol/
L(Fig. 2e). In addition, the cellulose acetate ﬁlm on the glucose
sensor can inhibit the effects of ascorbic acid (AA) and UA in saliva.
It can provide a useful method for unrestricted and non-invasive
monitoring of saliva glucose for diabetic management.
Similar to the potentiometer test method, the amperometry
provides straightforward strategy to convert the measurable
current into the concentrations of the analytes. In addition, a

the electroactive substance is proportional to the concentration of
electroactive products [59,60]. The current follows the Cottrell Eq.
(2) as follows:

iðtÞ ¼

nFAco Do 1=2
p1=2 t 1=2

(2)

where I is the current at time t(s), n is the number of electrons, F is
the Faraday constant, A is the geometric area of the electrode, co is
the concentration of the oxidized species, and Do is the diffusion
coefﬁcient of the oxidized species. In general, the amperometrybased biosensor is a three-electrode system including WE, RE, and
counter electrode [27].
4
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in Fig. 2i, Ku et al. [53] used graphene ﬁeld-effect transistors to
make a cortisol sensor with a detection limit of 10 pg/mL, which can
detect the concentration of cortisol in human tears. The sensitivity
of the sensors remains well after repeated testing in artiﬁcial tears
or buffer (Fig. 2j). The in vivo test on live rabbits and human test
proved that the sensor has good biocompatibility and reliability.
However, this sensing mode requires relatively long detection time
and complex data postprocessing process. Thus, it is not as widely
adopted as the previous methods [11].

mediator layer can be adopted to lower down the potential
required to trigger the oxidation/reduction reaction, thereby
reducing power consumption. Although the enzymes provide
excellent sensing selectivity, it could affect the sensor stability.
Besides, the Faraday signal will decay over time, limiting the longterm monitoring reliability.
2.3. DPV mode
DPV uses amplitude pulses on a linear potential ramp, resulting
in a staircase waveform, where the potential of each subsequent
pulse is gradually higher than the previous pulse. The current is
sampled again before the pulse is applied and after a predetermined time. Because the charging current is dissipated at a
faster rate than the Faraday current generated by the redox reaction, DVP can minimize the capacitive current and perform better
sensitivity [7,10]. DPV can also distinguish different analytes
simultaneously by observing various redox processes. Cyclic
voltammetry is usually used to initially explore the corresponding
process reversibility and redox process types [11,61e63].
Because of its high detection accuracy, it has been reported for
proteins and UA sensing. Yang et al. designed a completely laserengraved sensor based on DVP testing to achieve continuous
detection of low-concentration UA and tyrosine (Tyr) [9] (Fig. 2f).
The detection sensitivity of UA and Tyr was 3.50 mA/(mM, cm2) and
0.61 mA/(mM,cm2), respectively (Fig. 2g and h). By using healthy
volunteers and patients with gout to test the sensor, the test results
can be correlated with the serum test results.
Although DVP can ensure sensing signal accuracy, low trace
analytes detection and obtains information of multiple analytes at
the same time by one scanning, it could trigger side reactions
during the voltage scanning process and thus introduce signal
interference. In addition, compared with the potentiometry and
amperometry, this method requires relatively complex signal
extraction and processing procedures.

2.5. Hybrid sensing
To monitor the health of the human body more comprehensively, researchers have developed multianalyte sensing approaches. In 2016, Gao et al. [6] proposed a fully integrated sensor
array for in-situ sweat analysis of multiple analytes, which can
simultaneously selectively test glucose, lactic acid (amperometry),
Naþ, and Kþ (potentiometry) in sweat (Fig. 3a). Later, He et al. [55]
used nitrogen-doped graphite fabric as a WE to design a multiple
sweat analysis patch that can simultaneously detect glucose, UA,
lactic acid (amperometry), AA (DVP), Naþ, and Kþ (potentiometry)
(Fig. 3b). Biosensors integrated with multiple sensing methods can
better fulﬁll the practical personalized health monitoring, whereas
it raises requirements for the sensing patch size miniaturization,
stability of simultaneous operation of multiple sensors, and multiple signals processing.
3. Self-powered strategies for wearable biosensing
applications
Self-powered and wearable biosensing devices harvest energy
from the movement of the human body or the surrounding environment to support biosignal detection and transmission. The energy sources are currently used for self-powered and wearable
biosensors mainly including mechanical, biofuel energy, and thermal energy collected on-body and solar energy harvested from the
environment [10,16,64]. In this part, the research progress of
wearable biosensors based on different energy harvesting methods
is introduced (Table 2), together with the discussion on their advantages and challenges, respectively.

2.4. Impedance sensing mode
Impedance sensing is to obtain the sensor resistance by applying
a sinusoidal voltage to reﬂect the analyte concentration. As shown

Fig. 3. Electrochemical biosensor array for hybrid sensing. (a) Fully integrated wearable sensor arrays for multiplexed in situ perspiration analysis [6]. (b) Integrated textile sensor
patch for real-time and multiplex sweat analysis [55].
5
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battery from 440 to 880 mV (Fig. 4c). The battery was capable
to power a glucose sensor [65]. This work demonstrates a
strategy for integrating energy harvest devices, energy storage
devices, and biosensors in the wearable platform. It also indicates
that the energy of human motion can be used to support the
biomarker detection.
With the popularity of mobile devices such as smartphones, the
integration of wearable biosensors and wireless data transmission
is a trend, whereas it poses higher requirements on the power
supply. Gao and Zhang's groups proposed a free-standing triboelectric nanogenerator (FTENG) integrated with a microsweat
sensor onto a ﬂexible PCB (Fig. 4d and f). Polytetraﬂuoroethylene
(PTFE) and copper were used for the friction pair of FTENGs. By
chemically depositing Ni/Au in the electrode area and optimizing
the interelectrode distance of the friction pair, a high-power output
of 416 mW/m2 was achieved. The energy harvested by the FTENG
supports sweat sensing of pH and sodium ions (Fig. 4e) and drives
the Bluetooth module to transmit human health-care information
to smartphones. This work successfully demonstrated a wearable
system that integrated energy harvesting, biosensors, and information transmission [19].

3.1. Triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs)
The TENG is a mechanical energy-electrical conversion device
based on frictional charging and electrostatic induction. Normally,
it consists of two types of materials with different electron capture
characteristics. The two counterparts will then carry different
charges after contact and separation, thereby generating a potential
difference on the surface [64,83]. When connected to an external
circuit, it would generate a current.
TENGs have been widely reported for integration onto clothes
for energy harvesting owing to friction between clothes when
humans exercise [84,85]. Zhang et al. reported on the integration
of TENGs between the inner shirt and the outer garment. The
TENG was composed of copper ﬁlm, polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) ﬁlm, and aluminum foil (Fig. 4a). Fig. 4b shows a uniform
PDMS array on the copper ﬁlm that improves triboelectric
charging. When volunteers were exercising, the energy generated
by the TENG could light up 30 light-emitting diodes (LEDs). At
the same time, the TENG could harvest the energy generated by
applause and store this energy with lithium-ion batteries. Clapping for 2 h at a frequency of 2 Hz could charge a lithium-ion

Table 2
Summary of self-powered wearable biosensors based on different energy harvesting strategies.
Powered supply unit

Sensors

Monitoring target

Position

Powered supply
unit as a
sensor

Output signal

References

TENGs

Glucose biosensor

Glucose

Inside clothes

No

[65]

Sweat biosensor

pH, Naþ

Waist

No

Arm, legs
Palm, foot, knee,
elbow
Arm
Endocardial
Insole
Finger
Hand

Yes
Yes

Current generated by
the biosensor
Voltage generated by
the biosensor
Friction current
Friction voltage

[66]
[67]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Resistance, friction voltage
Friction voltage
Piezoelectric voltage
Piezoelectric voltage
Piezoelectric current

[68]
[20]
[69]
[70]
[71]

Wrist, forehead

Yes

Piezoelectric voltage

[18]

Joint
Subcutaneous
Sock
Diaper
e
Arm
Arm, forehead
Wrist

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Piezoelectric voltage
Piezoelectric voltage
Output voltage
Output voltage
e
Output voltage
Output voltage
Current generated by
the biosensor
Current generated by
the biosensor
Current generated by
the biosensor
e

[72]
[17]
[26]
[73]
[74]
[25]
[75]
[23]

[21]

PENGs

Solar cell

TEGs

Ca
Motion state

Physical sensor
Pressure sensor
Pressure sensor
Gesture sensor
Physical sensor

Lactate sensor
Urea/uric acid sensor
Sweat sensor
Urine sensors
Glucose sensor
Sweat sensor
Sweat sensor
Sweat sensor

Pressure, temperature
Endocardial pressure
Motion state
Pressure, temperature
Pressure, temperature,
light
Glucose, lactate,
urea, uric acid
Lactate
Urea, uric acid
Lactate
Glucose
Glucose
Glucose, lactate
Glucose, urea, NHþ
4 , pH
Glucose

Heart rate sensor

Heart rate

Wrist

No

Glucose sensor

Glucose

Forehead

No

Physical sensor

Temperature, humidity,
heart rate
ECG

Wrist

No

Arm

No

Hand

No
Yes

Mouth

Yes

Output voltage

[22]

Breath sensor
Sweat sensor

Humidity, acceleration
Identify materials,
sense ﬂuid ﬂow
Temperature,
breath statue
Breath statue
Lactate

Voltage generated by
the biosensor
e
Output voltage

Mouth
Forehead

Yes
Yes

Output voltage
Output voltage

[79]
[80]

Sweat sensor

Lactate

Hand, chest

Yes

Output voltage

[81]

Breath sensor

Motion state

Lips

Yes

Output voltage

[82]

ECG sensor
Physical sensor

PyEGs

Sweat evaporation
nanogenerator
Sweat ﬂow
nanogenerator
MEEG

[19]

Sweat biosensor
Physical sensor

Perspiration sensor

Biofuel cell

2þ

Breath sensor

6

[24]
[76]
[77]

[78]
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Fig. 4. TENGs for self-powered sensing systems. (a) Schematic illustration and (b) SEM image of the PDMS nanostructure array of a TENG built inside clothes for self-powered
glucose biosensors. (c) The charging and the subsequent constant-current discharging curves of the integrated lithium-ion battery [65]. (d) Schematic diagram of a wearable
sweat sensor-based FTENG system and (e) schematic illustration of the integrated sweat sensors on a ﬂexible PET substrate with (f) microﬂuidic design for dynamic sweat sampling
[19]. (g) Photograph of the self-powered endocardial pressure sensor and (h and i) its implantable applications for heart function monitoring [20].

based on the TENG (Fig. 4g). The SEPS was composed of an
encapsulation layer, electrode layer, triboelectric layer, and spacer
layer. Three-dimensional ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer ﬁlm
was used as a spacer layer, and Al foil layers were used to ensure
effective contact and separation process. When the SEPS is compressed, the PTFE layer is in vertical contact with the Al layer. At the
same time, owing to the difference in the triboelectric series,
electrons ﬂow into the nano-PTFE layer from the Al layer. With the
release of the SEPS, the nano-PTFE ﬁlm intends to return to its
original position owing to its own elasticity. Once the two layers are
separated, a potential difference is established between the two
electrodes. Speciﬁcally, the ﬂuctuation of endocardial pressure will
cause the separation and contact process between the two triboelectric layers, which will cause the voltage on the external circuit
to change periodically. The SEPS was integrated with a surgical
catheter and was minimally invasively implanted into the left
ventricle of the pig model (Fig. 4h). It can convert the energy of
blood ﬂow within the heart chambers into electricity. The sensor
used the relationship between the endocardia pressure and the
voltage output by the TENG to monitor the heart function for a long
time (Fig. 4i). The linearity (R2 ¼ 0.99) with a sensitivity of
1.195 mV/mmHg was achieved [20]. This work provided new ideas
for the application of TENGs in implantable biosensing.
In summary, TENGs are widely used in wearable self-powered
sensors because of the relatively low manufacturing cost, light
weight, high-output power density, and frequency independent.
Whereas there also exist some critical issues: 1) the output current
is low and might not be able to drive complex sensing systems; 2).
the mechanical durability is also a challenge under friction. 3) the

In addition, TENGs can also be used for sensing. Zhao et al.
proposed a self-powered biosensing electronic skin (e-skin) for
real-time calcium ion (Ca2þ) detection in sweat. The e-skin is
composed of polyaniline modiﬁed by nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase 5 (NOX5) and nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), PDMS and copper. Based on the
frictional electriﬁcation/enzymatic reaction coupling effect, the
sweat Ca2þ reacts with NOX5 and NADPH to generate additional
current, and the current output could indicate the Ca2þ concentrations. At the same time, it can also be used as a power source to
drive the entire system [66]. Kim et al. reported a polyimide/poly(vinylidene ﬂuoride-triﬂuoroethylene) composite nanoﬁberbased TENG, which can collect energy from different parts of the
human body (palm, foot, knee, and elbow). Meanwhile, the output
voltage of each device can indicate the human body's movement
state [67]. Rao et al. [68] prepared a TENG-based tactile sensor by
introducing bismuth titanate (BaTiO) and reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) in the microstructured PDMS, which can simultaneously
monitor temperature and pressure while realizing energy conversion at the same time. The voltage output of the TENG varies when
the contact area of the PDMS changes under different pressures. At
the same time, the internal resistance of the BaTiO and rGO composites in the TENG changed with varying temperatures, thereby
enabling temperature sensing. These works open up new possibilities for the development of e-skin that can realize multifunctional energy conversion and biosensing with a single device.
Apart from harvesting energy outside the body, TENGs can also
be implanted inside the body. Liu et al. developed a miniaturized,
ﬂexible, and self-powered endocardial pressure sensor (SEPS)
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pressure with its output voltage change. Yang et al. reported a
ﬂexible piezoelectric pressure sensor based on polydopamine
(PDA)-modiﬁed BaTiO3/polyvinylidene ﬂuoride (PVDF) composite
ﬁlm (Fig. 5a) and applied for human motion monitoring. The device
exhibited excellent piezoelectric properties owing to the excellent
piezoelectric properties of PVDF and BaTiO3 and the reduction of
defects of the device by PDA modiﬁcation. The device was
integrated into the insole of a shoe. The varying pressure on the
soles of the feet in different exercise states generated measurable
output voltages, which enable action recognition such as jumping,
walking, and running (Fig. 5b) [69].
Simultaneous monitoring of multiple physical signals is
essential for future sensor systems, but a lot of work is only achieved by integrating multiple sensor types into a single device.
However, single sensor multisignal monitoring can reduce the
size of the sensor, which is essential for wearable sensors. Some
researchers use materials that have both piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties to prepare wearable biosensors, which can
sense pressure and temperature at the same time. For example,
Yang et al. used graphene-doped PVDF ﬁbers to make selfpowered piezoelectric sensors (PESs). In addition to being sensitive to bending, owing to the pyroelectric properties of PVDF,

energy collection based on TENGs relies largely on human movement, and thus the collected energy is very limited when people are
at rest. It is necessary to develop reliable device packaging strategies to ensure the smooth functionality of TENGs in various scenarios. Meanwhile, it is possible to increase its output current with
innovative materials or device structural design, so as to meet the
needs of practical applications.
3.2. Piezoelectric nanogenerators (PENGs)
When an external force is applied to a piezoelectric material
such as zinc oxide (ZnO), the mutual displacement of anions and
cations occurs in the crystal to generate an electric dipole moment.
It thereby generates a potential difference in the stretching direction of the material, which is known as the piezoelectric effect
[86,87]. The PENG is a device that converts mechanical energy into
electrical energy based on the piezoelectric effect of materials [88].
As human motion is one of the mechanical energy sources, PENGs
have also attracted intensive research interest in ﬁelds of selfpowered and wearable biosensing systems [89,90].
The PENGs can not only realize energy conversion but also serve
as sensing components. For instance, it can be used to monitor

Fig. 5. PENGs for self-powered sensing systems. (a) The structure and (b) output of a ﬂexible piezoelectric pressure sensor integrated into the insole of a shoe [69]. (c) Optical image
and (d) schematic diagram of a self-powered wearable electronic skin for perspiration analysis based on piezo-biosensing. (e) The PENG generates a piezoelectric pulse after
receiving external force with the change of lactate concentration [18]. Electronic skin for sweat analysis. (f) Optical picture and (g) the output piezoelectric voltage of a self-powered
implantable electronic skin for in situ analysis of urea/uric acid in body ﬂuids [17].
8
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system integrated with diapers to detect the composition of urine.
The battery uses glucose in urine to react with GOx to generate
electricity, and its output voltage is related to the concentration of
glucose to monitor the level of glucose in human urine [73]. These
studies demonstrated the potential application of the BFC for selfpowered and wearable sensors, whereas the enzyme activity
would limit the system’s lifetime.
To tackle the limitation of system lifetime, Li et al. [74] developed an enzyme BFC based on metal-organic frame (MOF) to
monitor the concentration of glucose in which the enzyme is
immobilized in the MOF to achieve long-term stable monitoring
(~15 h). Another novelty work offers another strategy. Bandodkar
et al. [25] designed a BFC with replaceable enzyme-based sensors.
The wearable biosensing patch powered by the BFC consists of a
BFC sensor, colorimetric measurement, microﬂuidic channels, and
low-power NFC (Fig. 6d). The sensor could transmit the detect information to the smart phone by the low-power NFC (Fig. 6e)
within a maximum working distance of ~18 cm (Fig. 6f). The
lactate-based BFC is illustrated in Fig. 6g. The microelectronic system and the microﬂuidic system were linked by a releasable magnetic coupling scheme, which facilitates the repeated use of the
microelectronic system. This modular design could realize the
reuse of expensive parts such as circuits.
In addition to the monitoring of a single target, the integration of
multiple sensors is also concerned by more and more researchers.
Yu et al. [75] reported a ﬂexible and integrated e-skin driven by
sweat based on a lactate fuel cell (Fig. 6h), which realizes multitarget monitoring by combining various sensor arrays including
NH4þ, urea, glucose, and pH (Fig. 6i and j). In addition, the e-skin
could monitor other physical parameters such as temperature,
pressure, and muscle contractions. The e-skin has the potential to
be applied in the wearable sensors owing to their test accuracy and
wearing comfort.
BFCs can collect energy from human sweat compositions
(e.g. lactate and glucose), which provide a convenient and sustainable method for on-body energy harvesting. However, biological fouling and inactivation of enzymes would affect its life span. In
addition, the output voltage of BFCs is quite low, and the output
power is unstable. Rational system design including device array
construction would be one of the effective solutions. Besides,
research efforts are expected to facilitate the charge transfer between the enzyme and the electrodes and optimize the catalyst
performance. In addition, the biocompatibility of used materials
and device durability should be taken into consideration, especially
for wearable health-care applications.

when it is close to a heat source, it can obtain a pyroelectric
number to avoid burns. The integrated sensing system based on
multiple PESs can accurately recognize the movement of each
ﬁnger in real-time and can be effectively applied to sign language
translation [70]. Zhao et al. used ferroelectric barium titanate ﬁlm
to prepare a self-powered multifunctional coupled sensor system.
In addition to sensing temperature and pressure, the system can
also accurately sense light. This is because under light conditions,
the temperature of the device will rise, and the output current will
always increase. When installed on a prosthetic hand, the ﬂexible
sensor system can detect the distribution of light, pressure, and
temperature changes [71]. These strategies provide a new way for
the development of e-skin.
Apart from monitoring the physical signal of the human body,
the biosensing systems based on PENGs can be applied for chemical
information detection. Han et al. developed a piezoelectric
biosensor based on enzyme/ZnO nano-array and integrated it into a
self-powered wearable e-skin (Fig. 5c). The e-skin-integrated
biosensor array can simultaneously detect the content of lactate
acid, glucose, UA, and urea in sweat (Fig. 5d). Based on the
piezoelectric-enzyme-reaction coupling effect of enzyme/ZnO
NWs, that is, the piezoelectric output depends on the enzymatic
reaction between the enzyme and the corresponding perspiration
component, the piezoelectric pulse indicates the physiological state
of the human body when provided power supply at the same time
(Fig. 5e) [18]. Similarly, Mao et al. [72] designed and prepared a
PVDF/tetrapod-shaped ZnO/enzyme-modiﬁed nanocomposite ﬁlm
for human joint monitoring. It can detect changes in joint angles in
human motion. The sensor modiﬁed by lactate oxidase (LOx) also
had an obvious response to the change of lactate acid concentration. These sensors could realize real-time monitoring and analysis
of athletes' training processes under non-invasive conditions.
On the other hand, the implantable application-based PENG can
be realized by reasonable structural design. Yang et al. [17] reported
an implantable e-skin for in-situ analysis of urea and UA in body
ﬂuids, which was made of ZnO NW modiﬁed enzyme (Fig. 5f). The
output piezoelectric voltage served as both the signal of the
biosensor and the power supply of the driving device (piezoelectric-enzyme-reaction coupling effect). The e-skin was implanted
under the skin of the mouse's abdomen, and the urea and UA information of the mouse could be analyzed in situ (Fig. 5g).
PENGs are capable for high-output voltage supply. Similar to
TENGs, they can serve as both energy units and sensors in selfpowered sensing systems. Although they have been largely minimized in device volumes, their shortcomings of low output current
and high output impedance need to be tackled.

3.4. Solar cells
3.3. Biofuel cells (BFCs)
Solar cells convert light energy into electricity [92]. It is usually
connected to a battery [77] or supercapacitor [93,94] to compensate the interference of illuminance variation.
Solar cells are considered to be one of the ideal energy sources
for self-powered wearable biosensors owing to their mature technology, clean energy sources, and small size. But light conditions
will limit their work, so researchers often use rechargeable batteries to store the energy they collect to combat the impact of the
environment. Zhao et al. [23] reported a photo-charging smartwatch that can continuously monitor the glucose content in sweat.
The smartwatch was mainly composed of a glucose sensor,
ZneMnO2 batteries, monocrystalline silicon solar cells, a printed
circuit board (PCB), and a display screen (Fig. 7a). Among them,
ﬂexible solar cells were used for energy collection, and ZneMnO2
batteries store the energy collected by solar cells so that the device
works normally in dark conditions. Fig. 7b shows that the sensor
had a clear response to glucose concentration change. At the same

BFCs are using enzymes as biocatalysts to convert biological
energy into electrical energy [91]. The higher the analyte concentration, the greater the current generated by the reaction with the
enzyme and the higher voltage output by the BFC. Biological ﬂuids
such as human sweat can be used as ideal and sustainable bioenergy for wearable devices.
Jeerapan et al. [26] designed a highly stretchable BFC with
customized pressure ink by using screen printing (Fig. 6a). The BFC
harvests energy from human sweat. Its output voltage signal is
proportional to the concentration of the target analytes in the
sweat. The BFC was integrated with socks to monitor the lactate
concentration in volunteers' sweat (Fig. 6b). Fig. 6c shows that the
sensor had a clear response to changes in the concentration of
lactate with a maximum detection limit of 20 mM. In addition to
the lactate acid-based BFC, other types of BFCs have also been
studied. Zhang et al. reported a BFC-based self-powered biosensor
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power booster (Fig. 7d) [24]. The introduction of supercapacitors in the energy storage part of the system can meet the
increasingly high energy demand of self-powered wearable
biosensors in the future.
Enzyme-containing sensors have a limited use time, so Sun et al.
[76] prepared a supercapacitor which was made of carbon ﬁberbased NiCoO2 nanosheets with nitrogen-doped carbon
(CF@NiCoO2@NeC, Fig. 7g). It not only has an excellent performance (94% capacitance retention after 10,000 cycles) but also an
outstanding ﬂexibility (95% capacitance retention after 10,000
bending cycles). The supercapacitor stored energy collected from
solar, and it could drive the portable workstation, Bluetooth module, and glucose sensor. The cathode (CF@NiCoO2@NeC) of the
supercapacitor could also be used as the enzyme-free WE in the
glucose sensor owing to its electrocatalytic performance. The

time, the display screen could also display the level of glucose
concentration. This work innovatively integrated energy harvesting, storage, sensor system, and display system into a watch.
Apart from batteries, supercapacitors are also adopted in a
self-powered system to store the energy collected by solar cells
and fulﬁll the requirement of fast energy storage. Rajendran
et al. prepared a ﬂexible and stretchable supercapacitor by
screen printing. The supercapacitor showed excellent mechanical
properties under severe mechanical deformation conditions
(Fig. 7c). It had an excellent power density (0.29 mW/cm2) at a
current density of 0.4 mA/cm2. The solar cell was irradiated
under a strong light to charge the supercapacitor for 5 min,
which can light up the red LED light (Fig. 7e). Even in the case of
weak sunlight (Fig. 7f), the supercapacitor could continuously
drive the wearable pulse sensor through a customized low-

Fig. 6. BFCs for self-powered sensing systems. (a) The schematic illustration of a stretchable textile-based self-powered sensor with the BFC and (b) its integration on the socks for
(c) lactate sensing [26]. (d) Schematic illustrating the exploded view of the complete hybrid battery-free system. (e) A phone interface that illustrates wireless communication and
image acquisition. (f) Reading distance with a large NFC antenna. (g) Schematic illustration of the layered makeup of the biofuel cell-based lactate sensor [25]. (h) Working principal
diagram of a biofuel-powered soft electronic skin. The integrated sensor array for simultaneous (i) urea and NH4þ, (j) glucose and pH monitoring and the performance [75].
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Fig. 7. Solar cells for self-powered sensing systems. (a) Images of self-powered glucose monitoring smartwatch and the components. (b) The glucose sensing response and the
corresponding smartwatch display [23]. (c) Images of the self-powered wearable pulse rate sensor with wearable supercapacitor and the (d) systematic diagram. Photographs of the
self-powered pulse rate sensor for real-time heart rate monitoring at (e) low intensity and (f) high intensity of illuminance [24]. (g) Schematic diagram of the self-powered wearable
enzyme-free sensor [76].

3.5. Thermoelectric generators (TEGs)/pyroelectric generators
(PyNGs)

strategy of enzyme-free biosensing would avoid the devices’ lifetime limitation owing to enzyme activity loss.
For energy harvesting devices used in wearable devices, ﬂexibility is one of its most important properties. However, many
devices become unstable or even damaged under repeated
bending conditions. Zhang et al. reported on a smart textile for
generating electricity. The device integrates a solar cell and a
rechargeable ZneMn battery. The battery is used to store excess
energy to cope with non-light or low-light conditions. The use of
fabric greatly improves the portability and comfort of the wearable device, and at the same time, it can work normally under
twisted or humid conditions. The energy supply device can drive
temperature sensors, humidity sensors, and heart rate sensors
[77]. The combination of a energy harvesting device and fabric is
an effective strategy to improve its ﬂexibility and wearable
comfort.
Solar energy harvesting and conversion technology are relatively mature, and their output power density is high. However, the
solar energy input could be largely affected by time, weather, and
surrounding environment. Thus, it is a commonly adopted strategy
to combine solar cells with energy storage devices to ensure the
continuous functionality of self-powered sensing devices. Further
improvement on the conversion efﬁciency of ﬂexible solar cells and
the energy storage capability of the integrated batteries/supercapacitors are expected in the follow-up research.

Thermal energy is another ideal energy source for wearable
devices [95e97]. It can convert heat generated by the human body
into electricity to power wearable devices via Seebeck effect. Under
heated conditions, when one of the materials is an n-type
component and the other is a p-type component, the carriers of
electrons and holes will move to the cold end and accumulate. If
there is an external circuit connection, a current will be generated.
The Seebeck effect causes an electric ﬁeld proportional to the
temperature gradient [98e100].
Kim et al. demonstrated a TEG-based wearable electrocardiogram system (Fig. 8a). To achieve high power generation and
wearable comfortability, a polymer-based ﬂexible heat
sink composed of a super absorbent polymer and a ﬁber that promotes liquid evaporation were used. The power density of the TEG
exceeded 38 mW/cm2 in the ﬁrst 10 min, and it exceeded 13 mW/
cm2 even after 22 h of continuous driving of the circuit, which is
sufﬁcient to continuously drive the entire sensor system [21]. Besides, the TEG itself can also serve as a sensor. A multifunctional eskin was reported by Yuan et al. [78]. It is composed of p-type
(Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3) and n-type (Bi2Te2.8Se0.2) thermoelectric crystal
grains to enable high-thermoelectric conversion efﬁciency. To
achieve desirable ﬂexibility, the devices were assembled on a
11
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Fig. 8. TEGs/PyNGs for self-powered sensing systems. (a) Self-powered wearable electrocardiogram based on the TEG [21]. (b) A multifunctional self-powered electronic skin based
on the TEG [78]. (c) The schematic of PyNG integrated on the mask [22]. (d) The performance of pyroelectric and piezoelectric hybrid nanogenerator for physiological signal
monitoring [79].

ﬂexible polyimide (PI) substrate (Fig. 8b). Except for human body
heat collection to power the integrated hygrometer and accelerometer to monitor humidity and body movement acceleration, the
e-skin can also detect the ﬂuid ﬂow because its output voltage
changes with convective heat ﬂux. This multifunctional selfpowered e-skin provides an advantageous method for skin injury
monitoring.
Body heat can also be collected with PyNGs, which are based on
spontaneous polarization in anisotropic solids caused by temperature ﬂuctuations to generate electric current. Traditional TEGs
cannot work in a space with uniform temperature, whereas the
PyNGs make up for this shortcoming [78,101,102]. Xue et al. integrated a PyNG composed of PVDF and aluminum into the N95 mask
(Fig. 8c). A typical temperature ﬂuctuation could be formed with
the temperature difference between the human body and the
surrounding environment, coupled with the phase change of the
exhaled water vapor. This would then trigger the PyNG to generate
voltage output that reﬂects the breathing state of the human body
and the ambient temperature [22]. The PyNG can also be combined
with other energy harvesting devices for wearable applications.
Roy et al. designed a piezoelectric and thermoelectric hybrid
nanogenerator. The hybrid nanogenerator is composed of PVDF and
GO, so as to improve the pyroelectric energy collection and sensing
performance of the device. The device can not only monitor the
human body's coughing, swallowing, and joint movement but also
monitor the breathing state through periodic temperature ﬂuctuations during breathing (Fig. 8d) [79]. The facile fabrication process
makes it promising for large-scale applications.
Because the human body generates heat all the time, thermal
energy can be collected without interruption in theory. However,
the temperature gradient between the human body and the surrounding environment might not be large enough for the TEGs/
PyNGs to generate adequate power output density. Thus, research
efforts on exploring novel functional materials to increase the energy conversion efﬁciency are desired. Besides, the combination

with other energy harvesting methods could be another effective
approach.
3.6. Other energy harvesting methods
In addition to the most commonly used energy harvesting
methods described previously including TENGs, PENGs, solar cells,
BFCs, and TEGs/PyNGs, there are also other energy harvesting
methods, such as photoelectrochemistry devices [103], moisture
generator [82], non-contact nanogenerator [105], and so on.
Guan et al. presented a self-powered wearable sweat-lactate
sensor based on the coupling effect of sweat ﬂow and lactate
sensing (Fig. 9a). The biosensor was made of a porous carbon ﬁlm
modiﬁed by LOx. Fig. 9b shows that the carbon ﬁlm was
composed of interconnected carbon nanoparticles with nanoscale pores, which naturally absorb sweat from the skin. The
natural evaporation of sweat could generate electricity and
output voltage because the surface enzymatic reaction can
change the zeta potential of carbon. The generated power can
support wireless data transmission to external platforms (such as
mobile phones, computers, and so on) [80]. Zhang et al. developed a wearable sweat sensor that does not require a battery or
external power sources. It is mainly composed of a ZnO NW array
modiﬁed by LOx and a ﬂexible PDMS substrate. When it was
attached to the skin, the sweat on the skin ﬂows into the channel
through capillary action. The continuous ﬂow of droplets disrupts
the balance of the electric double layer on the surface of ZnO NW
and generates energy (hydraulic effect), which generates a potential difference between the upper and lower ends. At the same
time, the reaction of LOx and lactate produces hydrogen
peroxide, which affects the zeta potential of the ZnO NW surface
(Fig. 9c). The output voltage showed a linear correlation with the
sweat lactate acid concentration (Fig. 9d). The sensor can be used
to monitor the physiological state of the human body during the
exercise [81].
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Fig. 9. Self-powered sensing systems based on hybrid energy harvesting. (a) The systematic diagram of a self-powered and wearable sweat lactate sensor. (b) Optical and SEM
image of the porous carbon ﬁlm modiﬁed by LOx for sweat absorption and lactate sensing [80]. (c) The working principal and (d) human subject sweat sensing results of a wearable
and battery-free perspiration sensor powered by sweat ﬂow and lactate sensing [81]. (e) The working principle and (f) the output voltage of a self-powered wearable breathing
sensor based on the MEEG [82].

current (DC) power supply with the voltage of several volts.
Therefore, the power conditioning and management modules
normally include rectiﬁers, DC/DC converters, and capacitors/batteries, depending on the types of power source and power consumption requirement. Energy output from BFCs, TEGs, and solar
cells is normally DC, which can directly charge the energy storage
unit. On the other hand, rectiﬁcation is needed for energy harvesters such as TENGs, PENGs, and PyNGs because of their alternating current (AC) behaviors. Some of the representative features
of the widely used energy harvesting and conversion technologies
for integration with wearable biosensing systems are summarized
in Table 3.
Improvement on the energy utilization efﬁciency and rational
power management strategies is applied in operation modes of the
whole self-powered sensing systems, thus reducing the overall
power consumption. Advanced sensing systems would adopt the
microcontroller unit (MCU) to achieve control and coordination of
different modules in the system including sensors, power supply,
data processing, and communication. It also enables programmable
controlling of the operation of the system, including the on/off
setting and entering the sleep mode.
The following part of this chapter will focus on design and
optimization from circuit to system architectural design of the selfpowered sensing system. Details and classiﬁed discussion of power
management for nanogenerators, BFCs, and solar cells are provided.
Research progresses on system-level low-power consumption
strategies is also presented.

Another novel work was proposed by Guan et al. They
developed a new type of generator, moisture-enabled electricity
generator (MEEG) based on titanium dioxide (TiO2) NW networks (TDNNs). The device collected energy from moisture
(including moisture in human breath) to generate humidityrelated voltage output. The power generation capacity of the
TDNN MEEG was produced by the diffusion of water molecules
along the many nanochannels existing in the NW network
(Fig. 9e). When water molecules diffused into the narrowest
channel, the diffusion of negative ions was hindered, and only
positive ions with a smaller diameter continue to diffuse to
generate voltage. Fig. 9f shows the change in the output voltage
of the TDNN MEEG before and after running. Because the
breathing speeded up after exercise, and the humidity in the
exhalation was higher, the output voltage of the TDNN MEEG
increased signiﬁcantly. The device was successfully demonstrated
for human respiratory monitoring, and it can also provide power
for the commercial electronics, such as LEDs and high-power
capacitors [82].
4. Power management strategy
Owing to various output power properties, including voltages
and frequencies, rationally designed energy management strategies are required to ensure a stable power supply for wearable
applications. In fact, most of the electronic devices and units used
within the health-care sensing system are driven by the direct
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Table 3
Features of the energy harvesting system.
Power supply
unit

Sensors

Monitoring target

Size

Energy output

Position

Data readout

References

PENGs

Piezo-biosensor

Sweat (lactate,
glucose,
uric acid, urea)
Urea/uric-acid

1.4  1.5 cm2

18.2 mV
(@2 mM/L)

Wrist, forehead

e

[18]

1 cm2

Rat kidney

e

[17]

Piezo-biosensor
Ion-selective
electrodes
TENG-based
sensor

Radial/carotid pulse
Sweat (pH, Naþ )

e
22.6 cm2

0.41 V
(@50 N, 0.1 mM)
65 mV
~416 mW/cm2

Wrist, neck
Arm

Speakers
Bluetooth

[106]
[19]

Heart rate

1  1 cm2
6.5  2 cm2

2.28 mW

Bluetooth

[107]

Triboelectric
sensor

Motion; sweat
(urea, uric acid,
lactate,
glucose, Naþ , Kþ )
Endocardial pressure

5  10 cm2

~0.45 mA

Arm
(energy harvester)
ﬁnger/wrist
(sensor)
Elbow

Green LEDs

[108]

1  1.5 cm2

17.6e78.6 mV

Heart

e

[20]

Clothes on
the body
(energy harvester)
Arm

e

[65]

NFC

[25]

Piezo-biosensor

TENGs

Triboelectric
sensor
Electrochemical
sensor
Biofuel Cell

Solar Cell

PyNGs
TEGs

Electrochemical
sensor; colorimetric
assay
Ion-selective
electrodes; strain
sensors
Electrochemical
sensor
Electrochemical
sensor
SnO2 Gas sensor
Electrochemical
sensor
Temperature sensor
Temperature/humidity
sensor, accelerometer
Electrocardiography

2

Glucose

2  7 cm
(energy harvester)

100 V

Sweat (pH, lactate,
glucose, chloride)

32 mm diameter

e

Human motion;
Sweat (urea, NHþ
4,
glucose, pH)
Blood glucose

e

Wrist, arm

Bluetooth

[75]

e

~0.6 V (BFCs), ~3.3 V
(DC/DC boost); ~
3.5 mW/cm2
3.2 V; 0.225 mW/cm2

e

e

[109]

Sweat lactate

e

~1 mW/cm2

Arm

[110]

Ethanol/acetone
Sweat glucose

15  4 cm2
28.44 cm2

2.8 V
6.28 V

Wrist
Wrist

Bluetooth/LED
indicators
LED indicators
E-ink display

Temperature
Temperature, humidity,
acceleration
Electrocardiography

21 mm  12 mm
16  4 cm2

0.215 mW/cm2
3.1 mW/cm2

e
Wrist

LCD
Smart watch (LCD)

[111]
[112]

40 cm2

38 mW/cm2

Wrist/arm

Serial interface

[21]

[94]
[23]

owing to irregular and unstable electricity output, as well as low
efﬁciency, nanogenerators are incapable of directly powering the
traditional microelectronic device. Therefore, additional power
conditioning units are needed. The following part of this section

4.1. Transformers for nanogenerators
Nanogenerators have proved their potential integration in energy harvesting in self-powered devices and systems. Nevertheless,

Fig. 10. Hardware design for nanogenerator-based energy supply systems. (a) Diode bridge rectiﬁer and its electrical characteristics, (b) the energy extractor and (c) storage of a
TENG power management system [126]. (d) Schematic diagram of a TENG powered sensor signal conditioning circuit and (e) power management strategies [19].
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electrode-based sweat biosensor [19]. A power management
module (S6AE101A, Cypress Semiconductor) is used, followed by a
voltage regulator (TPS7A05, Texas Instruments) to realize a 2.2 V
output. Energy from the TENG further powers the Bluetooth
module and ampliﬁers to enable amplifying, processing, and
readout of sensing signals. Besides, low power consumption devices, and efﬁcient power management strategies are adopted. As
shown in Fig. 10e, each module can be waked up or shut down at
different stages of the operation cycle of biosensing, controlled by
a programmed system on chip to avoid energy waste. And harvested energy powers 18 such working cycles after 60-min
running with constant speed. In this full integration system, a
wearable triboelectric energy harvester with a conditioning circuit enables stable power supply to both the sensors and peripheral electronic devices; low power circuit design combined
with optimal power management strategies further improves the
efﬁciency and lifetime of such a self-powered sensor system.
Other several works [107,121,128] are also reported with the
TENG-powered integration sensing system.
Similarly, extracting energy from motion sources, PENGs and
self-powered sensors transform Kinect energy into electric
energy and output in the form of alternating voltage [129,130].
Therefore, the simplest bridge rectiﬁer enables AC/DC converting,
combining with optimized energy extractor to overcome the
impact of large output impedance and further enhance the energy
transfer efﬁciency, a power conditioning unit for the PENG can be
realized then. Moreover, hybrid designs are further reported to
integrate different nanogenerators into one system to achieve more
effective energy harvesting [131e133]. Cooperation of PENG and
TENG harvests more energy during single motion and thus enables
high power output [134].

will mainly focus on research work on the power extraction, storage, and output reported in different nanogenerator-based energy
supply systems.
Beneﬁts from its large power density, high voltage output, good
portability as well as simple structure [113], the TENG shows great
application potential as an energy harvester and power supply in
the area of wearable devices. Nevertheless, owing to irregular and
unstable electricity output, the TENG is incapable of directly powering the traditional microelectronic device. During the past few
years, tremendous efforts and trials have been made to improve the
power conversion and storage performance of the TENG [114e120].
And based on these excellent power management strategies, the
TENG-based energy supply systems and self-powered triboelectric
biosensors become achievable.
As the simplest but effective conditioning circuit, the full-wave
rectiﬁer is commonly used to convert the bidirectional voltage
input from the TENG into a direct, pulsating output voltage. Fig. 10a
shows a simpliﬁed schematic diagram of the rectiﬁer which consists of a four-diode bridge. For an AC voltage input, owing to the
asymmetric conductance of the diode, the direction of current
ﬂowing through the output ends will keep the same, resulting in DC
voltage output as shown in the right part of Fig. 10a. Furthermore,
the connection of a capacitor in parallel at the output terminal
achieves storage of energy output from the TENG, which will not
only smoothen the voltage output VCout but also enable continuous
and regular power supply. Taking advantage of its simple architecture and stable energy output, such a system is widely used in
many self-powered biosensing and wearable electronics designs. A
TENG cloth with a lithium-ion battery is reported to be able to
power a Bluetooth-enabled heartbeat meter [121]. The battery is
charged by the rectiﬁed energy output from the TENG with a
voltage of 1.9 V and then galvanostatically discharged to power
peripheral electronics. Other electronic devices such as LEDs [122]
and electronic calculators [123] are also demonstrated using the
rectiﬁer and capacitor to achieve TENG power conversion, storage,
and output.
On the other hand, huge output impedance and low output
current of the TENG still restrict its usage for powering devices with
low impedance [124]. As reported by Zhu et al. [125], a 40:1
transformer was introduced between the TENG and rectiﬁer to
achieve a higher current. Advanced power management strategies
are further proposed, among which the switch plays a vital role in
promoting the power extraction and conversion efﬁciency of TENG
systems. Niu et al. [120] proposed a power management circuit to
achieve 60% efﬁciency, which uses electronic switches, inductors,
and a temporary capacitor to avoid impedance mismatching between the TENG and energy storage unit. Xi et al. [126] further
proposed a universal power management strategy with 80% efﬁciency and 1 MU impedance. As shown in Fig. 10b, the comparator
compares the rectiﬁed voltage with the reference voltage which is
presented as per the peak voltage of peak open-circuit voltage of
the TENG and controls the on- and off-state of the metal-oxidesemiconductor ﬁeld-effect transistor. This achieves maximized
power transfer from the TENG to back-end circuit. Further in
Fig. 10c, a logic circuit is designed to store the energy. And powering
devices such as a calculator and watch are achieved. Beyond this,
William Harmon et al. [127] further proposed a buck converter in
which the silicon-controlled rectiﬁer and Zener diode are used to
control the energy ﬂow between the TENG and the energy storage
unit.
Moreover, system-level integration of self-powered sensor
systems is reported which consist of an energy harvester, power
management unit, signal processing unit, and data communication module. A self-powered biosensing is achieved by combining
the triboelectric energy harvester with the ion-selective

4.2. Increasing power density of BFCs output
Human body ﬂuids serve as a good bioenergy source, enabling
energy harvesting and power supply during body ﬂuid-based
electrochemical sensing [25,110,135e138]. Although direct current
output can be obtained from the BFC, its relatively low voltage
output fails to directly drive electronic devices like LED displays
[136]. Therefore, extra energy management modules, such as the
charge pump of the DC boost converter, are needed.
Slaughter et al. [109] apply the charge pump circuit to a selfpowered glucose sensing system, which not only boosts the
output voltage but also converts the glucose concentration information into an electric signal. As shown in Fig. 11a, the charge
pump is a kind of DC/DC converter, of which the energy is stored
ﬁrst and then released in a controlled manner to obtain the
required output voltage. From the charge pump circuit, a 0.25 V
input voltage signal is converted into 1.2e1.8 V pulse wave voltage
output. Further boosted by a DC boost converter, a 3.3 V steady DC
output can be obtained, which can be used to drive a commercial
glucometer. Yu et al. [75] further proposed an energy control ﬂow
to enable low power consumption. An operation circle is shown in
Fig. 11b, during which the bluetooth low energy (BLE) and (analogto-digital converter) ADC modules alternate between waking-up
and deep sleep modes. Other power management methods are
also reported in an on-chip integration of self-powered biosensors
[139,140]. To enable longevity of the BFC, the energy circuit only
operated at the maximum power point at a very narrow duty cycle
to extract enough energy, while working at a low-power mode
most of the time. Beneﬁting from these power conversion and
management designs, the bio-fuel cell-based self-powered sensing
system is expected to have wide applications in the wearable health
monitoring industry.
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Fig. 11. Energy management strategies for BFC-based sensing systems. (a) Bio-fuel cell enabled self-powered sensor system with charge pump and DC boots converter [109]. (b)
Optimized power management for the biofuel cell-powered sensor system.

under air mass 1.5 (AM1.5) while 5.12 V under the low intensity of
light. And the battery is charged up to 6 V to drive the E-ink display
and signal processing circuit for sensors. Rajendran et al. [24]
demonstrate a self-powered system in which a supercapacitor can
be charged to 1.7 V within several hundred seconds by the solar
cell, with a low-power DC-DC converter (BQ25504, Texas Instruments) further boosts the output voltage to about 5.2 V
(Fig. 12aeb). Noted that because of the dependence of light of the
solar cell, larger energy storage capability, and rational power
management strategy for the self-powered system will be crucial in
continuous healthcare monitoring.

4.3. Elimination of environmental disruption for solar energy
Generally, the solar cell converts the energy of light into a DC
voltage output and subsequently charges the supercapacitor or
battery, so as to provide continuous and stable power supply with
eliminated interference by environmental illuminance. The ADC
boost converter can be used to improve the driving capability of a
solar cell power system.
Proposed by Zhao et al. [29], ﬂexible photovoltaic cells and
batteries are used to fully power a smartwatch for sweat glucose
sensing. The solar cell can generate an open circuit voltage of 6.28 V

Fig. 12. (a) Circuit design for the solar cell-based self-powered sensors and (b) the voltage output of it [24].
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introduce impedance, which could result in extra power consumption and lower down power efﬁciency. Besides, undesirable
noise could be generated, which would largely interfere with the
biosensing signals. To tackle this challenge, innovation on system
conﬁguration and high-thoughtput fabrication methods are
required to achieve monolithic fabrication and integration of power management circuits and supporting components into the
wearable platforms.
Overall, research efforts in self-powered and wearable biosensors aim at the destination of monitoring human health status
in real-time, wireless signal transmission, and convenient data
visualization on mobile devices. Meanwhile, it is expected to provide accurate and reliable information to build personalized health
proﬁles and support remote clinical diagnosis. With the rise of onchip integrated systems, battery-free devices, and advanced power
management approaches, the entire wearable systems will not
doubt become smaller in size with enhanced biosensing stability
and operation duration. Moreover, the innovation on new materials
with attractive factors like breathable and washable
properties would improve the wearing comfort properties of such
devices and promote their practical applications in personalized
healthcare.

4.4. System-level strategies toward low-power consumption design
With increasing needs of the intelligence biosensing system in
healthcare, more complex electrocircuit and devices are used to
enable better man-machine interface, which on the other hand
increase the power consumption of the whole self-powered health
monitoring system. Therefore, system-level low power consumption optimization becomes the key to extend the battery life.
Following of this part will mainly focus on power managements in
the operation of the system.
The power consumption largely depends on the biosensing
scenarios. For continuous monitoring, data need to be measured
and extracted in real-time. Nevertheless, units such as memory,
MCU, data-processing circuit, readout module, and power supply
module do not have to turning on all the time. In each measuring
cycle, the on/off states of each module can be ﬁne programmed to
lower down the power consumption, especially in the on-chip integrated sensing system with the application-speciﬁc integrated
circuit [141e143]. For sensing systems without real-time or
continuous monitoring, the whole system can be turned off or
switched to deep sleep mode when measurement is not required.
When the system goes into deep sleep mode, most of the peripheral
devices will be powered off to reduce the power consumption.
Circuit current during deep sleep mode can be as low as ~2 mA [19].
The system in sleep mode can be waked up both by internal timer
or external signal. Therefore, the operation of a healthcare sensing
system can be not only ﬁne programmed to fulﬁll the application
requirements but also ensure a long battery life. Moreover, for the
wireless communication module used in some wireless health
monitoring systems, power consumption can be further decreased
by adopting NFC which enables energy harvesting from the RF ﬁled
[144,145].
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5. Challenge and outlook
Wearable biosensors can detect physical and physiological biosignals in a minimal/non-invasive manner. To achieve continuous
and real-time monitoring of body status, wearable biosensing
systems with self-powered capability are highly desired. The rapid
research advance in ﬂexible and miniaturized energy devices has
greatly push forward the integration of self-powered technologies
into wearable electronics. Although most of the biosensors for
health-care applications have low power consumptions, the entire
biosensing systems that realize data extraction, analysis, transmission, and display pose relatively high requirements for power
supply.
So far research advances in material engineering and device
fabrication technologies greatly contribute to the development of
energy devices with attractive form factors, including miniaturized
device sizes, high-power conversion efﬁciency, and energy storage
capacity. Energy harvesting and storage devices have also been
fabricated into a variety of ﬂexible platforms, including ﬁbers and
textiles, with largely enhanced performances that are competitive
with rigid devices. However, it is still challenging to ensure a stable
and high-efﬁcient power output, mainly owing to the unavoidable
interference from body movements, mechanical frictions, and
environmental factors.
On the one hand, rational packaging strategies of each individual device and the entire wearable biosensing systems should
be adopted. For instance, electrolyte leakage or solvent evaporation in batteries or supercapacitors can be eliminated with proper
package, so as to remain their energy storage capacity and device
lifetime. On the other hand, integration of individual biosensor,
energy device, and component (such as sensing signal conditioning and readout modules) via external connections could
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